Network diversity has been widely recognized as an effective defense strategy to mitigate the spread of malware. Optimally diversifying network resources can improve the resilience of a network against malware propagation. This work proposes an efficient method to compute such an optimal deployment, in the context of upgrading a legacy Industrial Control System with modern IT infrastructure. Our approach can tolerate various constraints when searching for an optimal diversification, such as outdated products and strict configuration policies. We explicitly measure the vulnerability similarity of products based on the CVE/NVD, to estimate the infection rate of malware between products. A Stuxnet-inspired case demonstrates our optimal diversification in practice, particularly when constrained by various requirements. We then measure the improved resilience of the diversified network in terms of a well-defined diversity metric and Mean-time-to-compromise (MTTC), to verify the effectiveness of our approach. We further evaluate three factors affecting the performance of the optimization, such as the network structure, the variety of products and constraints. Finally, we show the competitive scalability of our approach in finding optimal solutions within a couple of seconds to minutes for networks of large scales (up to 10,000 hosts) and high densities (up to 240,000 edges).
INTRODUCTION
I NDUSTRIAL Control Systems (ICS) are cyber-physical systems that are responsible for maintaining normal operation of industrial plants such as water treatment, gas pipelines, power plants and industrial manufacture. Modern industrial organizations perform an increasing large amount of operations across IT and Operational technology (OT) infrastructures, resulting in inter-connected ICS. It also creates new challenges for protecting such integrated industrial environments, and makes cyber-physical security threats even more difficult to mitigate [1] . Therefore, many industrial organizations started looking for methods to converge IT and OT infrastructures in more secure and resilient ways. In this paper, we consider software diversification as a way of deploying products across ICS and improving the resilience of the integrated systems. However, there are various real-world constraints we might encounter when finding an optimal diversification strategy, for instance, limited flexibility of diversification for legacy systems, strict configuration policies and other (un)desirable configuration requirements. Therefore, our approach particularly considers these constraints into optimization and evaluates the impact of these constraints on the optimal diversification. Software mono-culture has been recognized as one of the key factors that promote and accelerate the spread of malware. It is widely acknowledged that diversifying network resources (e.g. software packages, hardware, protocols, connectivity etc.) significantly mitigates the infection of malware between similar products and reduces the likelihood of repeating application of single exploits [2] . When facing attacks using zero-day exploits (i.e. unknown exploits), the situation becomes even worse as there are no available defense countermeasures to stop them. Stuxnet, as the first cyber weapon against ICS, leveraged four zeroday vulnerabilities. Until September 2010, there were about 100,000 hosts over 155 countries infected by Stuxnet [3] . The invariability or high similarity of products used in most affected hosts accounts for the rapid infection and prevalence of Stuxnet. Therefore, diversity-inspired countermeasures have been introduced to improve the resilience of a network against malware propagation. However, it is not very clear about (i) how much diversification is required to reach an optimal/maximal resilience, (ii) how exactly to deploy diverse resources across a network, and (iii) how configuration constraints would harm the optimal diversification. In this paper, we aim to mitigate stuxnetlike worm propagation by optimally diversifying resources. We consider a variety of off-the-shelf products to provide services at each host, and find the optimal assignment of them to maximize the network resilience.
There are two main trends of research investigating diversity as an effective defense mechanism. One trend seeks for solutions from software development such as n-version programming [4] , program obfuscation [5] and code randomization [6] . The other trend studies diversityinspired defense strategies from the perspective of security management. Specifically, the goal of this trend is to find an optimal assignment of diverse products for each host in a network. For example, O'Donnell and Sethu proposed to diversify products in a network by a distributed coloring algorithm in [7] . Newell et al. focused on diversifying routing nodes and found an efficient way to compute the optimal solutions in [8] . A set of security metrics have been introduced by Zhang et al. [9] to evaluate network diversity and its impact on the resilience against zero-day attacks. More details about related work are provided in Section 2. Our work lies in the second trend of research, in which we aim to find the optimal assignment of products to diversify a network. Most of the existing work has made three critical assumptions: (i) there is no configuration constraints when searching for an optimal assignment of products. (ii) each node (or host) in a network was modelled by a single label, indicating that there is only one vulnerable product (or service) running on a node, namely there is only one attack vector on each node that requires diversification. (iii) each individual product shares no vulnerability with any other, which implies that unique exploits are necessary to compromise different products. Nevertheless, we contend that these assumptions are unrealistic, and thus we drop these assumptions in this work. We specifically defined any configuration constraints into the process of optimization. Also we considered a more realistic infection model of malware. In the following subsection, a simple example demonstrates how these assumptions prevent us from modelling the actual infection model of malware.
In this paper, we start with formally defining the similarity of vulnerabilities between products to reflect the similar exploitability of products. We conduct a statistical study to estimate such vulnerability similarities by using public vulnerability databases such as Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [10] and the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [11] . Furthermore, we represent each host in a network by a multi-label node, which can be formally mapped to a discrete Markov Random Field (MRF) model. By combining the similarity metric and the MRF model, we can construct the corresponding infection model of potential zero-day exploits across a network with a given product assignment. We then focus on computing an optimal product assignment to minimize the prevalence of zero-day exploits. Before our main contributions are enumerated in Section 1.2, we present an illustrative example in Section 1.1 to further explain the motivation.
Motivational Example
We use a simple example in Figure 1 to explain the motivation of this work, where a simplified network with 8 hosts is presented. Most of the existing work models the network as in Figure 1 (a), where each host is represented by a single-label node. A zero-day exploit breaks into the network from the entry node. In order to prevent the exploit (which exploits circle labels) from infecting more hosts, most existing work suggests to diversify all hosts in the way indicated by triangle and circle labels respectively in Figure  1 (a). The illustrated configuration is effective because the spread of the exploit is stopped after it compromises the entry node and hence the chance of the target node being infected is 0.
Nevertheless, it is assumed that different products share no vulnerabilities between each other, which is however not always the case according to our statistical study on the CVE/NVD database in Section 3. We discover that most vulnerabilities reported to NVD can actually affect multiple products. Therefore, we improve the model by considering the vulnerability similarities between different products. Figure 1 (b) demonstrates the zero-day propagation when the two products (circle and triangle labels) have a 0.5 vulnerability similarity between each other, namely there is a 50% chance that the same zero-day vulnerability exploited at circle labels can also be exploited at triangle labels, and vice versa. In this case, the probability of the target node being breached is increased to approximately 0.125.
In most realistic scenarios, a host is supposed to deliver multiple services (e.g. operating systems, web servers, email servers, databases, etc), each of which is potentially vulnerable to zero-day attacks. That means each host actually offers several alternative attack vectors, and as a result, sophisticated attackers can choose the vulnerability with higher success rate to exploit the host. Therefore, we represent each host by multiple labels corresponding to different services on the host. As shown in Figure1(c), we add another shape of labels (i.e. red squares) to some hosts, and introduce a sophisticated attacker in possession of two zero-day exploits (one for round labels and the other for square labels). It can be seen from Figure1(c), the attacker uses the square label exploit (rather than the round label exploit) to infect its adjacent node, which gives a greater chance of success. Consequently, with the collaboration of two zero-day exploits, the risk of the target node being compromised is further increased to approximately 0.5.
Main Contributions
From the example above, we learn that in order to find the optimal way to diversify network resources, we first need to model the resources accurately, based on which we can determine precisely the infection model of potential exploits across a network and find the optimal assignment of products to minimize the prevalence of exploits. We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follow:
• We demonstrate that our optimization approach is directly applicable in practice to find the optimal diversification strategy when integrating ICS with modern IT infrastructure. We use a real-world case study inspired by Stuxnet propagation, to find optimal diversification solutions to IT-OT convergence of ICS, particularly accommodating real-world configuration constraints and limited flexibility of diversification in certain areas. • To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to explicitly consider the vulnerability similarity between products when finding the optimal diversification solutions. Specifically, we represent each host by a multi-labelling model with each label corresponding to a service on the host. A variety of products for each service is also modelled to render different assignments of products. By means of the vulnerability similarity between assigned products, the infection of malware across the network can be accurately estimated. • In order to compute the optimal assignment of products, we model the network by a discrete Markov Random Field (MRF), which then can be optimized by an efficient sequential tree-reweighted message passing (TRW-S) algorithm [12] . In this way, our approach can scale up well to analyze large-scale and high-density networks.
Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. The similarity metric is introduced in Section 3, as well as the statistical analysis based on CVE/NVD databases. We formally represent the network and the addressed research problem in Section 4. The computation of optimal solutions is given in Section 5. A diversity metric based on Bayesian Networks (BN) is given in Section 6 to evaluate our solutions. The case study about mitigating Stuxnet propagation in integrated ICS is presented in Section 7 to demonstrate the practical usage of our optimization approach, and an in-depth evaluation of our optimization approach is given in Section 8. The scalability analysis can be found in Section 9. The paper finishes with a discussion and conclusion in Section 10.
RELATED WORK
Software diversity has long been recognized as a mechanism for improving resilience and security of networked computing systems [2] , [13] , [14] . The rationale is that it forces attackers to develop an unique exploit to compromise an individual product at each node in a network, thus substantially increasing the attacking time and cost needed to penetrate a networked system at a massive scale. A variety of methodologies for software diversity have been studied in the literature, among which the first direction of research focuses on software development diversity. Examples include n-version programming [4] , execution environment diversity [15] and code randomization [6] .
The second direction, which is also the focus of this paper, is the strategies for diversified deployment of resources in a networked system. For instance, based on the assumption that different variants of products share no common vulnerabilities, O'Donnell and Sethu [7] proposed to assign diverse software packages in a communication network by a distributed coloring algorithm to limit the total number of nodes an attacker can compromise using a limited attack toolkit. Newell et al. [8] found an efficient approach to compute the optimal solution for placing diverse software/OS variants on routing nodes to improve overall network resilience given the assumption that each variant is compromised independently with some probability metrics. Besides, there were some work defining formal security metrics for software diversity. For example, Wang et al. [16] defined a network security metric, k-zero day safety, for measuring the risk of unknown vulnerabilities based on the number of unknown vulnerabilities required for compromising network assets. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [9] introduced three security metrics to evaluate the resilience against zero-day attacks using different diversity strategies based on the number and distribution of distinct resources inside a network, the least attacking effort required for compromising certain important resources, and the average attacking effort required for compromising critical assets, respectively. Borbor et al. [17] explicitly considered cost constraints on optimizing software diversity strategies. It is noticed that most existing work assumes that there is a very limited attack surface provided at each host, namely there is only one vulnerable product at each host for attackers to exploit. By contrast, we explicitly model various attack vectors (offered by multiple products) at each host.
Vulnerability databases such as CVE/NVD can provide statistical evidence for measuring software diversity. For example, Garcia et al. [18] presented a study on the overlap of vulnerabilities in 11 different OSes with OS vulnerability data from NVD. In [19] , Bozorgi et al. trained classifiers to predict whether and how soon a vulnerability is likely to be exploited by applying machine learning techniques on CVE data. On the validity issue of CVE/NVD, Johnson et al. conducted the assessment of several well-known vulnerability databases and concluded that NVD was actually the most trustworthy database [20] ; we used NVD in this paper. Some existing work [16] [9] [21] studied malware propagation based on attack graphs to assess the risk of malware along with specific attack paths and network topology. Attack graphs have been extensively studied in the community to express the exploitation conditions of vulnerabilities. However, due to the unknown nature of zero-day vulnerabilities, we contend that such approaches are not always feasible to model zero-day malware. In contrast to existing work using attack graphs, our work focuses on the speed of zero-day exploits across a network configured by similar products. Highly similar configurations (in terms of potential vulnerabilities) would accelerate the prevalence of zero-day exploits. Instead of producing specific propagation paths, we use more general undirected edges to symbolize the connections (rather than directed information flow) between different hosts. We then use the proposed similarity metric to estimate the infection of zero-day exploits on each edge and find optimal diversification solutions.
SIMILARITY OF PRODUCT VULNERABILITY
In this section, we formally introduce the notion of vulnerability similarity between a pair of products, namely the likelihood of an exploit compromising both products.
Definition 1 (Similarity of Product Vulnerability). Let x i ,
x j be a pair of products, V x1 and V xj are sets of vulnerabilities of x i and x j respectively. The vulnerability similarity between x i and x j can be obtained by the Jaccard similarity coefficient [22] :
Given a pair of products, the vulnerability similarity is estimated by the ratio of the number of shared vulnerabilities between the two products to the total number of vulnerabilities. The rationale for this is to capture statistically how similar the vulnerabilities found on two products are.
To provide a more realistic sense, we can use the data from the NVD database [11] to calculate the similarity metric for any pair of off-the-shelf products. There are more than 92,492 vulnerabilities published by NVD at the time of this paper. Each NVD vulnerability feed contains information about a specific vulnerability. An example of an NVD entry is given in Table 1 , which includes a unique identifier by the Common Vulnerability Enumeration (CVE) with the format "CVE-YEAR-NUMBER", the attack scenarios using the vulnerability, and the affected products sorted by Common Platform Enumerations (CPEs). CPE provides a well-formed naming scheme for IT systems, platforms and packages. 
Overview
The HTTP2 protocol does not consider the role of the TCP congestion window in providing information about content length, which makes it easier for remote attackers to obtain cleartext data by leveraging a web-browser configuration in which thirdparty cookies are sent, aka a "HEIST" attack.
Vulnerable software &Versions
cpe:/a:microsoft:edge:cpe:/a:microsoft:internet_explorer:cpe:/a:google:chrome:cpe:/a:apple:safari cpe:/a:mozilla:firefox cpe:/a:opera:opera_browser:-Given the large number of vulnerabilities in NVD, CPE serves the role of sorting vulnerabilities according to their affected products. We developed a program based on CVE-SEARCH [23] to fetch necessary data from NVD, filter out vulnerabilities for each studied product, and calculate the similarity of vulnerabilities between products. The pairwise similarities are stored as Similarity Tables. In this way, we can calculate the similarity of vulnerabilities between any pair of products listed in NVD.
For the purpose of illustration, here we use operating systems and web browsers as examples. We collect vulnerabilities for 9 common OS products and 8 common web browsers reported in the period between 1999 and 2016. Table 2 enumerates the pairwise similarity between the chosen OS products and Table 3 for the chosen web browsers. The reason for choosing these products is mainly because they have been ranked as most vulnerable products by CVE Details [24] . Each entry of the two tables contains the pairwise similarity calculated by Def.(1) and the number of shared vulnerabilities between products in brackets. The diagonal entries in tables are the total number of vulnerabilities of the row/column product. As the pairwise similarity is symmetric, the other half of a similarity table is omitted. For reserving the generality and flexibility of our study, we implicitly consider each different release/version of a product as a distinct product to compare. For instance, Windows 8.1 and Windows 7 are treated as two individual products and sorted by two different CPE queries cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_7 and cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_8.1.
From the tables, we can observe that products of the same vendor tend to have higher similarities. Two exceptions are observed in Table 2 : Mac OS X 10.5 and Windows 7 shares 8.1% vulnerabilities, and Ubuntu 14.04 and Debian 8.0 have 20.8% vulnerabilities in common, despite these two pairs of products being from different vendors. It is also noticed that products with a longer gap between their release dates have a lower similarity. Based on the statistical studies in both tables, we conclude that a single vulnerability is likely to affect multiple products across different versions, different vendors and different platforms, which implies that a single zero-day vulnerability could probably be exploited on heterogeneous hosts in a network. Therefore, to maximize the resilience of a network against zero-day exploits, it is desirable to use the up-to-date products from diverse vendors across a network. For instance, Windows 10 has much lower similarities of vulnerabilities with the other Windows OS, and even shares no vulnerability with Windows XP. However, it is not always feasible to deploy the latest and diverse products due to their incompatibilities with other services. For instance, SIMATIC WinCC is one of the most widely applied SCADA systems, but it can only operate on Windows OS, and most releases of WinCC do not fully support Windows 10 yet.
It is worth mentioning that the versions of selected software in both tables are constrained by the granularity of CPE search engine. The CPE entries for many vulnerabilities in NVD are not complete or of different granularities.
In this section, we demonstrated the usage of CVE data to calculate the vulnerability similarity. The NVD database is one of the most well-known publicly accessible vulnerability databases, which also covers most off-the-shelf products and up-to-date vulnerability information.
DIVERSE PRODUCT ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we present the formal model of a product assignment for a given network, which is to find a diversification solution to assigning products to each host such that the malware propagation between similar products can be effectively mitigated.
Each host has to provide a set of services S, such as an operating system, a web browser and a database server. Each service can be provided by a range of diverse products P . Therefore, we formally define a network in terms of hosts, links, services and products as below.
Definition 2 (Network). Let N = H, L, S, P be a network,
• H = {h 0 , . . . , h n } is a set of hosts.
• L captures the links between a pair of hosts, L ⊆ H ×H • S = {s 1 , . . . , s m } is a set of services, and S hi ∈ 2 S denotes a set of services provided by a host h i . 
Assigning one product for each service on a host is termed as an assignment of products for a host. Definition 3 (Product Assignment). Given a network N = H, L, S, P , an assignment of products is captured by
The assignment for all services at a host h i ∈ H can be derived by α :
Therefore α allocates products to all services running on a host, whilst α assigns a product to a specific service of a host. An example network is illustrated in Figure 2 , where a network consisting of 6 hosts H = {h 0 , . . . h 5 } is modelled. Each host provides up to two essential services web browser and database. Three diverse web browser products {wb 1 , wb 2 , wb 3 } and three database products {db 1 , db 2 , db 3 } are available to choose. Each host might have different ranges of products to choose. A possible product assignment α is highlighted by red circles in Figure 2 Now the problem is to find an optimal assignment which allocates most diverse products for each pair of connected hosts, so that the likelihood of a malware propagation between two hosts can be minimized. Nevertheless, some configuration requirements might hinder us from choosing the most optimal product assignment in practice. Therefore, we formally introduce local and global constraints to represent those requirements into the optimization process.
A local constraint indicates that for a particular host, a product p j is required to either configure with another product p l (expressed by c y ), or avoid the product p k (expressed by c x ). Such requirements can also be applied to all hosts by using global constraints. Definition 4 (Configuration Constraints). Given a network N = H, L, S, P , a set of constraints C expresses any (un)desirable product combinations in the solution. A constrained solution α C allocates products subject to C. • a local constraint is applied to a specific host h i ∈ H in the form of: c x := h i , s m , s n , +p j , −p k or c y := h i , s m , s n , +p j , +p l such that the constrained solution α C satisfies:
• a global constraint is applied to all hosts in H in the form of: c x := ALL, s m , s n , +p j , −p k or c y := ALL, s m , s n , +p j , +p l such that α C satisfies:
The usage of constraints is demonstrated in the later case study (Section 7.2). Now we can define the optimal assignment of products α and the constrained optimal assignment α C as follows. Definition 5 (Optimal Diversification). Given a network N = H, L, S, P , an optimal assignment of products is captured by α :
is the optimal product assignment for a host h i ∈ H.
A constrained optimal solution is denoted by α C which provides an optimal product assignment subject to a set of local and global constraints C.
We adopt the following notation convention throughout this paper. α denotes an assignment of products for a network in general. α is for an optimal assignment without constraints, and α C is for a constrained optimal assignment. Specifically, α(h i , S hi ) includes the products assigned to a host h i , and α (h i , s m ) is the product assigned to a particular service s m at the host h i .
In the next section, we focus on finding such an optimal assignment of products α for a given network, as well as computing constrained optimal solutions in Section 5.2.
FINDING THE OPTIMAL DIVERSIFICATION
First of all, we need a model to accurately represent a network in which each host has multiple services and each service can be provided by a range of products. More importantly, this model has to offer sufficient flexibility, because each host runs a customized set of services and even the same service has various selections of products at different hosts due to any compatibility requirements. Furthermore, we have to consider whether there is any existing efficient optimization algorithm to such a model. For these purposes, the optimal diversification problem can be represented by using a discrete Markov Random Field (MRF), which is converted into an optimal assignment problem of MRF that can be solved by an efficient message passing algorithm. Specifically, we model this problem as a discrete MRF where each host has up to |S| services, and there are up to |P | products for each service s k ∈ S. The optimization assigns up to |S| products -one for each service on each host -to reach the global minima of the propagation. Given a network N = H, L, S, P , we derive the energy function E to denote the unary cost for each host and pairwise cost between a pair of connected hosts.
where φ(·) denotes how likely a product is preferred by a host h i to deliver the service s k , and ψ(·, ·) is a pairwise cost between the products assigned to a pair of connected hosts, which in our context would be the pairwise similarity between products. Our problem is then mapped to the context of Conditional Random Fields [25] , with regard to a minimum of energy E corresponding to a maximum aposteriori (MAP) labeling of the service s k . In the following subsections, we discuss the formulation of the unary cost φ(·, ·) and pairwise cost ψ(·, ·) in more detail.
Unary Cost φ(·)
The unary cost is derived from the preference of a specific product for a host. By considering one product being assigned to each host, our unary cost φ(·) is expressed as
where P r(·) presents the probability that a product is assigned to h i . In general cases, there is no specific preference amongst available products for each host to deliver a service. Therefore this term can be replaced by a small constant P r const for optimization. Although such a unified cost provides fast convergence in optimization, the realworld networks would be more complex and constrained by practical requirements as discussed in Section 4. Therefore, the unary cost is further refined subject to any constraints in the next subsection.
Unary Cost φ(·) with Constraints
In our system, constraints are implemented as conditional patches to our energy function, in particular the unary cost. For a local constraint c ∈ C expressing an undesirable requirement c := h i , s m , s n , +p j , −p k or a desirable requirement c := h i , s m , s n , +p j , +p k , our unary cost φ(·) can be represented as follows:
For unconstrained services, there is no preference amongst products and the unary cost is given by a small constant P r const . For the constrained services (when s j = s m ), the unary cost is given by P c (·) which is interpreted as below according to the two types of local constraints above:
where the desirable constraint contributes no additional cost whilst the undesirable constraint introduces a large cost. In this case, the optimization is induced to reach desirable assignments, but avoid undesirable ones in energy minimization. Note that such customized unary cost can also be applied for any global constraint, which is equivalent to applying a local constraint to all hosts.
Pairwise Cost ψ(·, ·)
The pairwise cost is derived from the similarity between the assigned products that provide the same service. As mentioned previously, a pair of connected hosts being assigned with more similar products would have greater infection rate, namely a zero-day exploit at one host is more likely to infect the other. When defining the pairwise cost, we penalize such similarities in order to provide a more diverse product assignment for the network. To achieve that, we define the pairwise cost term ψ(·, ·) as:
where h i and h j denote a pair of connected hosts, and sim(·, ·) presents the similarity between two products providing the same service on a pair of connected hosts. It serves as a strong regularization on the product assignment as it ideally prevents the same product from being assigned to connected hosts.
Energy Optimization
Based on the unary cost and pairwise cost, we can determine the optimal assignment α for N by minimizing the energy function as below:
Solving such an energy is NP-Hard, and the alternative way is to use an approximate minimization algorithm to achieve a solution. The well-known techniques for solving such problems are based on graph-cuts and belief propagation (BP). The former is currently considered as the most accurate minimization approach for energy functions arising in many complex scenarios but it can be applied to a limited range of energy forms. If the form is outside the class, like our energy function in Eq. 3, BP is the common alternative. However, BP might not converge when applying to a wide range of convex functions. Instead, we employ a sequential treereweighted message passing algorithm (TRW-S) [12] . Similar to BP, TRW-S can be applied to the type of problems with the energy form in Eq. 3. It is also guaranteed to give an optimal MAP solution in most cases [12] . TRW-S outperforms BP and graph-cuts on many heavy tasks. It also demonstrates a great potential for the cases of labeling of nearly flat probabilities, as well as the cases of large-scale networks.
Our optimization scheme mainly follows [12] , which is also extended to a multi-level fashion to better fit our problem. Specifically, we enable the possibility of the parallel computation and even GPU acceleration. In addition, the optimization of the constrained energy is straightforward because our constraints are efficiently encoded into the unary cost by manipulating the cost for specific hosts and assignments. More details about the scalability analysis are given in Section 9. A case study using our optimization approach in practice can be found in the later Section 7.
EVALUATION OF NETWORK DIVERSITY
The purpose of this section is to evaluate how much diversity a specific product assignment can bring about into a network, and we achieve this by using a network diversity metric based on Bayesian Networks [9] . Given a network N and a specific product assignment α, we first construct its corresponding Bayesian Network (in Section 6.1) to estimate the infection rate on each edge between hosts, based on which we can evaluate the network diversify by calculating the value of the metric (in Section 6.2).
Bayesian Network Evaluation Model
Before we define the complete Bayesian Network, we need a way to capture the impact of the attacker's behavior on malware propagation. From an attack entry host, there are different ways to reach the final target by continuously exploiting a number of stepping-stone hosts. At each attack step from one host to another, there are often more than one vulnerable products to exploit and induce further spread of the malware. Therefore, we introduce the notion of exploitation paths and attack nodes. A conventional attack path chains a number of hosts from an entry to the final target, whereas an exploitation path explicitly illustrates the product that is exploited at each host along with an attack path. Attack nodes then capture which product is chosen to exploit between a pair of connected hosts. Definition 6 (Attack Nodes). Given a network N = H, L, S, P with a specific product assignment α, E = {e h0h1 , . . . , e hmhn } denotes a set of attack nodes connecting a pair of connected hosts. Each attack node e hihj includes a set of products on the destination host h j , which can be exploited from a source host h i , and a silent action (i.e. none). Therefore the domain states of an attack node is Ω(e hihj ) ∈ α(h j , S hj ) ∪ {none}.
Attackers can choose one of the products to exploit or keep silent. Different choices lead to different propagating rates to the destination host. Now we can formally define the Bayesian Network (BN) for a given network N subject to a specific assignment α.
Attack nodes E are added into the BN. P E defines for each attack node the likelihood of a product being selected to exploit. For instance, P E = {P e h 0 h 1 , P e h 1 h 3 , P e h 3 h 3 } defines the conditional probability tables (CPT) for attack nodes in Figure 3 and in this example attackers choose products to exploit uniformly. P H = {P h1 , P h3 , P h5 } defines the risk distribution of each host without considering the vulnerability similarities of products, i.e. products share no vulnerabilities with each other, while P H = {P h1 , P h3 , P h5 } takes the similarities into account. Therefore, P H is constant for a given static network, regardless of the assigned products, while P H is directly influenced by α. Definition 7. Let B = N, α , E, P root , P avg , P E , P H , P H be a Bayesian Network for a given network N = H, L, S, P with a specific product assignment α, where • E is the associated set of attack nodes. • P root is the prior probability distribution of root hosts. • P avg is the average infection rate of a zero-day exploit.
• P E = {P e h 0 h 1 , . . . , P e hm hn } includes conditional probability distribution (CPT) for all attack nodes such that P e h j h i denotes P r(e hj hi | h i ), the probability distribution over a set of products to exploit next. • P H = {P h1 , . . . , P hn } includes conditional probabilities of all non-root host nodes given their preceding attack nodes. P h k =T denotes P r(h k = T | hj ∈H e hj h k ), and subject to noisy-OR operator [26] ,
where P (h k = T |e hj h k ) is the probability of the host h k being compromised from h j . • P H = {P h1 , . . . , P hn } includes conditional probabilities of all non-root host nodes by considering the vulnerability similarity between products. P h k =T de- Fig. 3 : Partial Bayesian Network for the running example notes P r(h k = T | hj ,hi∈H e hj h k , e hihj ), and subject to noisy-OR operator,
where P r(h k = T |e hihj , e hj h k ) is the probability of the host h k being compromised by considering the exploited products at the preceding hosts h j and h i , and the probability is estimated as follows:
Without considering the similarity, the probability of a host being infected P h k =T only depends on the products being chosen to exploit at the host and the infection rate is set to the average zero-day propagation rate P avg . To model the scenario of reusing exploits on similar products, we introduce an extra set of links into the BN, which are indicated by red dashed lines in Figure 3 . These links connect the preceding attack nodes with the current host such that we can represent P h k . As demonstrated in Figure  3 , the probability distribution of h 3 is conditional on the current attack node e h1h3 as well as its preceding attack node e h0h1 . If both attack nodes exploit the same type of products such as wb 1 and wb 3 , then the chance of h 3 being compromised is the vulnerability similarity of wb 1 and wb 3 , which is assumed to be 0.9. If different types of products are exploited, such as wb 1 and db 1 , then the P avg = 0.08 is used. Here we use the same value for P avg as in the existing work [9] [27] . It is a nominal value but reasonably low for zeroday vulnerabilities, which is subject to change, depending on the assessment of the actual application scenarios.
From this simple example, we can see that different assignments would yield BN models with different infection rates on edges. Given a product assignment, we can construct the corresponding BN model to estimate the risk of the target node, which can be used to evaluate the current diversification introduced by the given assignment.
Network Diversity Metrics
In this subsection, we present the diversity metric used in this paper to evaluate product assignments for a network. The network diversity metric was proposed by Zhang et. al. [9] to evaluate a diversified network by measuring the average attacking effort needed to compromise the network. We adapt the metric to fit our model considering the vulnerability similarity of products.
Definition 8 (BN-based Diversity Metric d bn ). Given a
Bayesian Network B = N, α , E, P root , P avg , P E , P H , P H constructed for a diversified network N , and a specific target host h t , the network diversity based on B can be defined as below in term of the probability of the target host being compromised:
is the probability of h t being infected with (without) considering the vulnerability similarity of products w.r.t Definition 7.
The probabilistic metric d bn estimates the average attacking effort by combining all valid exploitation paths. Naturally, the diversity metric d bn is always less than 1.0 and the greater value indicates higher diversity. With the help of Bayesian Networks, P ht=T captures the risk of the target host when the vulnerability similarity of products is considered. P ht=T reflects the current robustness of the network, which is provided by the given product assignment, against repeating uses of zero-day exploits. P ht=T indicates the maximum potential of the network diversity. More explanations about this metric can be found in [9] .
CASE STUDY -UPGRADING LEGACY ICS WITH MODERN INDUSTRIAL NETWORKS
In this section, we present a case study on upgrading legacy control systems with interconnected IT systems, to achieve the convergence of IT and OT in modern industrial networks. Such an integration can facilitate highly interconnected Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) applications, but also leave ICS more vulnerable by introducing more attack vectors, i.e. as the control networks are no longer isolated, malware can propagate itself across IT systems to breach the core control units causing physical damage.
Therefore, in this case study, we demonstrate the usage of our approach in finding an optimal diversification strategy to improve the resilience of the integrated systems. Particularly we consider three main constraints that might arise when applying the approach in practice:
(i) Most hosts in OT networks run legacy software, which have no flexibility to diversify or upgrade. (ii) Some hosts in various networks are required to run specific software and hence cannot be diversified. (iii) Some desirable and undesirable product combinations should be taken into account. We start with a brief description of the case study in Section 7.1. An optimal solution and two constrained optimal solutions are then computed and illustrated in Section 7.2. In Section 7.3 we evaluated the produced optimal solutions in terms of (i) the diversity metric discussed in Section 6, and (ii) the Mean-time-to-compromise (MTTC) obtained from NetLogo simulations we have developed. 
Experiment Configuration
The example is adapted from the Stuxnet-like worm propagation analysis in [28] . Figure 4 depicts a typical ICS architecture integrating existing OT zones (e.g. Operation Network, Control Network) with new IT zones (e.g. Corporate Sub-Network, Clients Network, Vendors Support Network). We use gray shading to indicate that OT zones have no flexibility to diversify or upgrade deployed software. Specific firewall white-list access rules are also given in Figure 4 to provide perimeter protection between different zones. We use the example to demonstrate the Stuxnet worm propagation across an ICS. The primary intrusion can be introduced from the Corporate Network, Clients Network or Vendors Support Network. Once a host has been exploited as a foothold, the worm can continue scanning other connected hosts for similar vulnerabilities, by which the worm can propagate itself through the network. Stuxnet eventually breached the hosts in Control Network, such as t4, t5 and t6 in Figure 4 , which can access field devices.
In the following experiments, we consider the optimal assignment of products to provide three key services, i.e. an Operating System (OS), a Web Browser(WB) and a Database Server(DB). These services are distributed across all the hosts in the network according to the key role each host plays (indicated in Figure 4 ). For instance, the host c1 in the Corporate Network is configured as a WinCC Web Client, which runs WinCC V7.x as the main application. The essential requirements for this application are a Windows OS and an IE web browser [29] , and hence a range of available products that we can choose to install on c1 is provided in Table 4 . The host z2 in DMZ requires a Windows OS and a Microsoft Database Server to run the WSUS server, which is reflected accordingly in the table. As a result, Table 4 lists essential services required at each host and the corresponding selections of products for each service.
We highlight the legacy hosts in grey in Table 4 , which run outdated software and cannot be diversified (e.g. the host p2, p3 in the Operations Network). The example also includes several outdated versions of software running on legacy hosts such as Windows XP, MS SQL 2008. All of these introduce extra constraints in finding the optimal diversification strategy. The other chosen products in Table 4 are either frequently suggested in WinCC manuals or rated as one of the most vulnerable products by CVE Details [24] .
The similarities of web browsers and operating systems refer to Table 2 and 3, and the similarities for DB products are obtained in the same way as described in Section 3. Given the products for each host in Table 4 , we can compute the optimal solution to diversifying the networked ICS by the approach discussed in Section 5. It is worth noticing that our approach offers high generality and flexibility, by which each host can have a customized range of services, and each service can have various ranges of products to deploy.
Optimal Assignment of Products
The optimal assignment α for the case study is computed by the approach introduced in Section 5 and illustrated in Figure 5 (a). The assignment indicates the optimal strategy to deploy the software in IT networks when integrating with OT systems. The solution attempts to minimize the vulnerability similarity between each pair of connected hosts. From the figure, we can find that each pair of connected hosts is generally assigned with different products from each other.
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the second type of constraints we might encounter is that some hosts are required to run specific software according to certain company policies. For this case study, we specify that the host z4, e1, r1 and v1 are required to run specific products. We outline fixed choices for these hosts in Table 4 in grey. Having adding those constraints into the optimisation, we now compute the constrained optimal assignment α C1 , which is given in Figure 5(b) . It can be seen that whilst we fixed the products of the four hosts, the new solution accordingly updates assignments of products for several hosts to find new optimal diversification.
We can also specify undesirable product combinations to avoid during optimisation. For instance, the solution α C1 c1  c2  c3  c4  z1  z2  z3  z4  p1  p2  p3  t1  t2  t3  t4  t5  t6  e1  e2  e3  e4  r1  r2  r3  r4  r5  v1  v2  v3   s1 Windows XP Fig. 5 : Optimal Assignment of products for the case study in Figure 5 (b) uses the IE10 on Ubuntu14.04 at host v2. If we want to eliminate such undesirable assignments, we can specify and embed product constraints in the computation of optimal solutions, as introduced in Definition 4. For instance, the following set of global constraints C 2 = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 } captures the exclusive requirement between Ubuntu (Debian) OS and IE across all hosts: c1 := < ALL, OS, WB, +Ubuntu 14.04, -IE8 > c2 := < ALL, OS, WB, +Ubuntu 14.04, -IE10 > c3 := < ALL, OS, WB, +Debian 8.0, -IE8 > c4 := < ALL, OS, WB, +Debian 8.0, -IE10 > With the constraints in C 2 , we can compute the constrained optimal solution α C2 that is illustrated in Figure  5 (c). It can be found that the web browsers at c2 and v2 are changed to Chrome as required.
The optimal solution α is produced by minimizing the energy function presented in Section 5.4, and hence it guarantees the minimal infection rate of the worm and the most diverse product assignment possible. In order to accommodate the host and product constraints, the constrained solutions α C1 and α C2 have to sacrifice a certain amount of diversity. In the next section, we evaluate all these optimal solutions and quantify the compromised diversity of the constrained solutions in terms of the diversity metric proposed in Section 6.2 and MTTC by our NetLogo simulation.
Case study analysis

Evaluation by Network Diversity Metric
First of all, we construct a Bayesian Network for the case study with a given assignment of products in order to estimate the propagation of malware. In the following experiments, we consider an attacker breaks into the system from c4 in Corporate Network, and hence we set c4 to be the root being infected with a prior probability 1.0. The final target of the attack is set to host t5 which has the direct access to controlling the critical field devices. Therefore, the probability of the target t5 being infected becomes the key element to calculate the network diversity metric d bn = P t5=T /P t5=T , as defined in Definition 8.
Given an assignment of products (e.g. the optimal one α), we can determine the possible infection rate of zeroday malware at each edge with the help of the constructed Bayesian Network. As we investigate the infection of multiple zero-day exploits, we assume that the attacker is in possession of three unique zero-day exploits, each of which exploits a particular type of product respectively (i.e. OS, WB and DB). Once a host is infected, attackers search for similar products/vulnerabilities to exploit amongst the connected hosts and proceed. When multiple exploits are feasible, attackers evenly choose one to use, which defines the CPT for attack nodes associated with each edge. The similarity between the source and chosen product decides the likelihood of infecting the chosen product.
The first row of Table 5 is the evaluation of the optimal assignment α which reaches a very high diversity d bn = 0.81457. The constrained optimal solutionsα C1 andα C2 produce lower diversities as the two solutions are required to accommodate certain constraints. Discussion about the impact of such constraints on the optimal diversification continues in Section 8.3.
For the purpose of comparison, we also generate a homogeneous assignment α m which generally allocates the same operating system, the same web browser and the same database server for all hosts. Such mono-assignment provides the worst possible diversity for the ICS case. It also shows how vulnerable the network would become if we use homogeneous products. Besides, a randomly diversified assignment α r is also provided, which delivers a limited diversity that is significantly lower than our optimal solution. The notation P t5=T denotes the probability of the target t5 being infected without considering the vulnerability similarities between products. Therefore, P t5=T has a constant value for all different assignments. When we take similarities into consideration, the probability of t5 being infected P t5=T increases with less diverse assignments of products.
Evaluation by NetLogo Simulation
NetLogo is an agent-based modelling tool that enables a programmable modelling environment for simulating natural phenomena and behaviours of complex systems over time [30] . We use NetLogo to construct the networked ICS as shown in Figure 4 and simulate the propagation of malware. After breaking into the system from a host, attackers can further spread the worm across the network. Given an assignment of products (e.g. the one in Figure 5 (a)), we can determine the possible infection rate of zero-day exploits at each edge in NetLogo. By deploying the simulation with a given product assignment, we can determine how much time is required by attackers to penetrate the diversified network, which implies the average effort required to compromise the network. More optimal assignment should provide more resilience to the network against the penetration.
To test the resilience provided by the diversification, we designed five sets of experiment to simulate the malware propagation from five different entry points respectively -c1 and c4 from the Corporate Network, e3 from the Clients Network, r4 from the Remote Clients, and v1 from the Vendors Support Network. Once the entry host is infected, attackers search for similar products/vulnerablities to exploit from the connected hosts. We looked at the sophisticated attackers who conduct reconnaissance activities before launching attacks, and hence at each step this type of attackers always chooses the exploits with the highest success rate. For each set of experiments, we deploy the network according to the three optimal assignmentsα,α C1 andα C2 respectively, and run the simulation for 1,000 times. The average MTTC for each test is given in Table 6 . The MTTC is the time steps (i.e. ticks in NetLogo) consumed by attackers to successfully reaching the final target. The results show that the optimal assignmentα provides the strongest resilience to the network, as it requires the longest period of time to be compromised in the all five attack scenarios, while the other two constrained optimal assignments can be compromised in a shorter period of time.
NETWORK DIVERSITY ANALYSIS
In addition to the vulnerability similarity of products, there are other factors affecting the optimization of network diversity. In this section, we focus on three key factorsthe network structure (Section 8.1), the variety of products per service (Section 8.2) and the number of configuration constraints (Section 8.3). We use an artificial network N in which 30 hosts H = {h 1 , . . . , h 30 } are created, each host runs three different services S = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } and at least three products are provided for each service to choose. We set three entry nodes and a target h 30 . The diversity metric is calculated in terms of the probability of h 30 being compromised. In the following sections, we create a number of variants of the network N to examine the impact of the aforementioned factors on the optimal network diversity.
Impact of Network Structure
We create different network structures with various numbers of routing nodes. Routing nodes are generally hosts with heavy traffic flows. Diversifying routing nodes is of great importance to improve the network robustness [8] . We define routing nodes as the hosts of at least degree 3, i.e. there are at least three edges connecting to the host. We create different numbers of routing nodes by randomly adding a number of edges to the network. The number of routing nodes in the following experiments are 6, 10, 12 and 14 respectively. Table 7 gives the evaluation of the optimal diversification for each case. At a low number of routing nodes (i.e. 6), the optimal diversification provides a remarkable improvement to network diversity with d bn = 0.82682. As the increasing number of attack paths, the optimal diversity metric has been reduced. Despite the growing number of attack paths, our optimal solutions can still maintain the similar network diversity at the 10, 12 and 14 routing nodes. It should be noticed that the increasing number of routing nodes are created by adding random edges to the network. Therefore, the trend of the diversity d bn could be fluctuate as the number of routing nodes increases. The optimal solutions also improve the network robustness against the expanding attack vector, which is reflected by the generally decreasing probability of the target being infected P h30=T . Another noticeable observation is that the optimal diversification tends to be more necessary when protecting dense network with larger number of exploitation paths.
Impact of the Variety of Products
The variety of products can also influence the optimal diversity. A wide variety of candidate products can introduce more diversity and flexibility when assigning products, which more importantly, can reduce the chance of a pair of connected nodes being assigned highly similar products. We still use the network N of 30 hosts with 10 routing nodes, 3 services per host. The variety of products we tested is from 3 to 7 and the detailed evaluation is provided in Table 8 . The decreasing value of P h30=T indicates that with a higher variety of products, the network can provide better protection to the target. We also observe that the diversity d bn is improved with more available products. However, when applying the optimal diversification in practice, as demonstrated by the ICS case study in Section 7.2, a number of configuration constraints can stop us from using the most optimal assignment. In the next section, we study the impact of the increasing number of constraints on the optimization.
Impact of Configuration Constraints
We specify different numbers of local constraints (i.e. 5, 10, 15) to compute the constrained optimal solution. The added constraints for each run of the experiment are randomly generated. It is possible that the added constraints are not in conflict with the optimal solution, in which case the resulting constrained optimal solution can still provide the same diversity as the optimal solution. Therefore, we intentionally add constraints to against the optimal solution generated in Table 7 (at 10 routing nodes), so that we can evaluate how the constraints compromise the optimal diversity. The results are then compared with the optimal solution with no constraint in Table 9 . The results clearly show that the increasing number of constraints can compromise the optimized diversity and reduce the protection to the target.
SCALABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we focus on analyzing the scalability of our optimization approach. We run the optimization against a series of randomly generated networks. Figure 6 illustrates a numerical analysis when optimizing networks of varying numbers of hosts in Figure 6 (A), varying degrees of hosts (edges per host) in Figure 6 (B) and varying numbers of services per host in Figure 6 (C).
For the best performance, our optimizer is implemented using C++ and enables the multi-threading mechanism to provide high convergence speed in multi-level optimization. We apply a GPU-friendly compute unified device architecture to gain extra efficiency on complex matrix operation. All the experiments run on a mid-range computer with an Intel i5 2.8GHz CPU, a 8GB RAM and an Nvidia GTX 750.
We observe that the number of hosts has a major impact on the computational consumption. As shown in Figure 6(A) , the time increases nonlinearly with the increasing number of hosts. However, our method still provides a high efficiency on mid-scale networks -the optimization converges within 0.24 seconds when the network size is up to 1000 hosts. A reasonably high speed is also provided on the large-scale networks -the optimal assignment for 10,000 hosts can be obtained within 7.342 seconds on average. Figure 6 (B) and (C) show that the computational time of our approach increases linearly along with the increment of either the degree of nodes or the number of services. By fixing the network size (#100) and the number of services (#3) of each host, our optimization converges within 0.253 seconds for the large degree (#50) that results in more than 2900 edges. Our method behaves similarly on the experiments with varying numbers of services. The optimal solution is found within 1.01 seconds given a large number of services (#30) on a network with 100 hosts. Such computational time is highly promising for most networks in the real world.
We further test our optimization approach against high density and large-scale networks that we might encounter in practice. Table 10 provides the computational time of optimizing networks with the middle (20 degrees and 15 services per host) and high density (40 degrees and 25 services per host). Again we observe that the number of hosts has a major impact on the computational time, but our method still finds the optimal solution within 3 minutes for large-scale (6000 hosts) high-density network. Moreover, we run experiments on mid-scale and large-scale networks with various densities and the results in Table 11 show that the degree has less influence on the computational time than the number of hosts. Finally, we vary the number of services for each host on both mid-scale and large-scale networks in Table 12 . For a large-scale network of 6000 hosts with up to 240,000 edges and 30 services per host, our method still performs well and converges at about 3 minutes.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Moving towards integrated ICS enables an efficient way to operate these systems, but also provides new attack vectors for adversaries to breach them. It is now a challenging and urgent issue for many industrial organizations to find a secure way to converge OT and IT systems to provide an efficient and also resilient industrial environment. Furthermore, there are other constraints hindering us from finding an optimal solution, such as outdated legacy systems, strict company policies and other configuration requirements. In this paper, we proposed an approach based on software diversification to increase the system resilience of the integrated ICS against malware propagation. We introduced the similarity metric to capture how similar the vulnerabilities of two products are, which was then applied in a statistical study on CVE/NVD databases. The study showed that most vulnerabilities could affect multiple products, even from different vendors.
The similarity metric can estimate the likelihood of a zero-day exploit successfully propagating itself between two products. By assigning diverse products for a pair of connected hosts, such propagation can be effectively reduced.
We formally represented the network by a MRF model with different services (encoded as labels) and products (encoded as values) for each host. Such a model can then be efficiently optimized by the TRW-S algorithm. Thus, we can obtain an optimal assignment of products for a given network. The optimal solution is able to maximize the defense strength of the network against malware propagation. Compared to random diversification plans, the optimal solution is more effective in cutting off valid attack paths. In the scalability analysis, we illustrated that our method scaled well in large-scale high-density networks.
We contend that our approach has great value and potential in practical applications, by which we can advise on the best diversification strategy for a system operator to decide the most robust way to upgrade an existing ICS. We also demonstrated the practical usage of our optimization approach in a realistic case study. Furthermore, we provided a way to specify configuration constraints that we might encounter in practice. Constrained optimal solutions can be produced to accommodate these constraints.
There are several promising lines of research to carry on. The vulnerability similarity of products in this work is estimated by data from CVE/NVD database. We are aware of the potential "publication bias" of CVE/NVD. However, as discussed in [20] , NVD is currently the most trustworthy database, compared to the others. One of our key contributions is the introduction of the similarity metric and the actual use of the metric in our optimization in a way that we can more accurately capture the spread of zeroday malware. We will keep working on finding more convincing sources to provide values for this metric. Besides, we are also working on a more systematic way to estimate the vulnerability similarity between two products, such as (i) from the perspective of software engineering to analyze difference of the exploits for different products [31] ; or (ii) by estimating how diverse two products are [32] . Besides, as our approach provides highly competitive efficiency and scalability, we are looking at optimal diversification for dynamic networks.
